We investigate the interplay of many-body and band structure effects of interacting Weyl semimetals (WSM). Attractive and repulsive Hubbard interactions are studied within a model for a timereversal-breaking WSM with tetragonal symmetry, where we can approach the limit of weakly coupled planes and coupled chains by varying the hopping amplitudes. Using a slab geometry, we employ the variational cluster approach to describe the evolution of WSM Fermi arc surface states as a function of interaction strength. We find spin and charge density wave instabilities which can gap out Weyl nodes. We identify scenarios where the bulk Weyl nodes are gapped while the Fermi arcs still persist, hence realizing a quantum anomalous Hall state.
We investigate the interplay of many-body and band structure effects of interacting Weyl semimetals (WSM). Attractive and repulsive Hubbard interactions are studied within a model for a timereversal-breaking WSM with tetragonal symmetry, where we can approach the limit of weakly coupled planes and coupled chains by varying the hopping amplitudes. Using a slab geometry, we employ the variational cluster approach to describe the evolution of WSM Fermi arc surface states as a function of interaction strength. We find spin and charge density wave instabilities which can gap out Weyl nodes. We identify scenarios where the bulk Weyl nodes are gapped while the Fermi arcs still persist, hence realizing a quantum anomalous Hall state. Introduction. Understanding the interplay of strong correlations and topology is a challenging task of contemporary condensed matter research that holds the promise of uncovering new physical phenomena. Established experimental and theoretical efforts on studying topological insulators have recently been complemented by analyzing topological metals and semimetals, where interactions naturally play a more important role [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Weyl semimetals (WSM) aspire to claim as much attention and potential relevance as the topological insulator paradigm: many experimental material proposals and realizations have been reported [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , the first wave of transport experiments on WSM has revealed unconventional properties [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , and even more exotic states of matter descendent from WSM have been formulated [18, 19] . In particular, while interaction effects such as band renormalization can be considered at the level of a single-particle analysis, WSM materials also display collective many-body effects such as superconductivity [20] or magnetism [21] [22] [23] [24] , which can only be reconciled by including many-body instabilities into the low-energy description. There have been several previous analytical studies on interaction effects in WSMs [18, 19, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . In contrast, numerical attempts are rare [28, 33] : (i) within cluster perturbation theory bulk band renormalization effects were taken into account [28] and (ii) within cluster dynamical mean field theory (CDMFT) a pyrochlore model has been studied where for strong interactions a Weyl semimetal phase is stabilized [33] .
In this paper, we aim to study more systematically the role of repulsive and attractive Hubbard interactions in a time-reversal-breaking WSM both on the bulk and on its surface states. The phenomenological reason for including attractive interactions is the possibly important role of phonon-mediated contributions to the electronic interaction profile. Among the possible manybody instabilities, we constrain our attention to spin and charge density wave instabilities, and leave out superconducting instabilities for the time being. The presence of time-reversal symmetry breaking and spin-orbit coupling tends to make the formation of a superconducting phase less preferential, and the strong interactions at commensurate filling likewise make density wave instabilities more competitive.
Model. Realistic materials typically contain many bands which makes the study of strong correlation effects notoriously difficult. In order to gain a basic understanding it is instructive to consider simplified models with a minimal number of orbitals or bands [6, 28, [34] [35] [36] , respectively. In contrast to Dirac semimetals in 3D which feature degenerate bands, a Weyl semimetal is characterized by having no degeneracies in momentum space ex- cept at the nodal points. This requirement can only be fulfilled by breaking either inversion or time-reversal symmetry (or both). Material examples of the former category are TaAs [7, 8, 11, 37] , (Mo/W)Te 2 [10] and of the latter YbMnBi 2 [38] as well as certain half-Heusler compounds [21, 23] . We investigate a time-reversal breaking WSM where the non-interacting model is defined on a simple tetragonal lattice via the Hamiltonian
which is a variant of the models considered in Refs. [6, 28, [34] [35] [36] . Here t x denotes the hopping amplitude in the x direction, m x and m 0 are further band structure parameters and c k ≡ (c k,↑ , c k,↓ ). We fix t = 1 throughout this paper. The Hamiltonian has C 4 rotational symmetry around the x axes. Although this symmetry simplifies the analysis of the interacting case, we do not expect any qualitative change of our results when relaxing this symmetry constraint. The noninteracting phase diagram includes various WSM phases with two, four, six, and eight nodes which we label as WSM 2 , WSM 4 , WSM 6 , and WSM 8 , respectively [39] . For appropriately chosen surfaces, each pair of Weyl nodes is associated with one Fermi arc surface state in the corresponding surface Brillouin zone (BZ) [40] . Due to the symmetry of the Hamiltonian, the positions of the Weyl-nodes in momentum space are unrestricted along the k x -direction and are tied to the axes (k y , k z ) ∈ {(0, 0), (π, π), (0, π), (π, 0)}. Since the latter two are related by the C 4 symmetry of H 0 Weyl nodes along these lines appear pairwise at the same momentum k x . In addition to the four different WSM phases, we obtain a normal insulating and a 3D quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) insulating regime; the QAH phase is stabilized upon approaching the limit of weakly coupled layers identifying this phase as a stacked Chern insulator regime.
One of the striking features of WSMs is the presence of Fermi arc surface states; that is, Fermi surfaces which do not form closed loops in the BZ but lines which start at certain points in the surface BZ and end at another. In order to visualize the Fermi arc surface states we use a slab geometry, i.e., open (periodic) boundary conditions along the z (x and y) direction. In Fig. 1 we show the noninteracting surface state together with the bulk bands of the WSM 6 phase in the surface BZ for t x = 2.0. The surface state is easily identified by having almost the full weight of the eigenstates localized at the top surface. The Fermi arcs (i.e., the surface state restricted to energy ω = 0) are highlighted as red lines being part of the surface state (in light-red) which spans over the entire BZ [see also Refs. 41, 42] .
We reduce the parameter space of the bandstructure by fixing m x = −1 and m 0 = 2 leaving t x ≥ 0 as the only free parameter allowing for a QAH, WSM 2 , WSM 6 , and WSM 8 phases [cf. Fig. 2 at U = 0]. For t x 1 we approach the limit of weakly coupled planes while for t x 1 we obtain an effective 1D regime. In the following, we investigate the effect of local Hubbard interactions,
considering both the repulsive (U > 0) and the attractive (U < 0) regime. In order to account for interaction effects, we apply the Variational Cluster Approach (VCA) [43, 44] which is a cousin of CDMFT [45] . Clusters containing 2 × 2 × 2 = 8 sites are solved within exact diagonalization and then used to construct the interacting Green's function of the Hubbard model. While the self-energy is restricted to the momentum resolution of the cluster, the self-consistent and variational scheme of VCA provides the best-possible approximation for the true self-energy (with the finite size of the cluster being the only source of errors). Note that quantum fluctuations within the cluster are fully taken into account by the VCA. Symmetry breaking many-body instabilities such as charge and spin density waves are implemented by means of Weiss-fields (see below). The VCA has been successfully applied in several fields of strongly correlated elctrons [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . The method and its foundations are discussed in detail in the supplement [53] .
Previously, we applied the VCA method in two spatial dimensions to investigate the helical edge states of topological insulators in the presence of interactions [51, 54] . Most recently, we extended the VCA method to threedimensional Hubbard models and studied antiferromagnetic and quantum paramagnetic phases [55] . Here we further extend it and construct a slab geometry within VCA for the first time. This development will allow us to track the surface states of the WSM and QAH phases even in the presence of interactions. We generate a supercluster consisting of up to 40 clusters, i.e., 80 lattice sites, which are stacked along the z-direction. This resulting supercluster is then used as unit cell for the subsequent VCA steps where we periodize the two remaining spatial directions, x and y [see Fig. 4 (e) for an illustration]. In the following, we always show the single-particle spectral function A(ω, k x , k y ) = − 1 π Im{G(ω, k x , k y )} of the surface BZ when we discuss interacting Fermi arcs.
In a first step, we investigate the "paramagnetic" solution of the Weyl-Hubbard model H = H 0 + H I , i.e., we ignore any kind of many-body instabilities and only include the renormalization of H 0 due to interactions. Weyl cones are still pinned to the high-symmetry lines parallel to the k x axis. The interaction can change the position of the cones and annihilate them pairwise along these lines. For the WSM 2 phase, similar findings have been reported previously [28] . Depending on the sign of U and the value of t x , all the different WSM phases with different number of Weyl nodes are present as well as the QAH phase and a fully gapped Mott insulator (MI) phase for large repulsive U , see Fig. 2 .
The QAH state for t x < 0.5 possesses a nontrivial band gap which is reflected by the presence of a surface state extending through the entire BZ. At zero energy, the surface Fermi surface stretches along (k x , k y = 0) in the surface BZ. Moreover, the Hall conductivity is quantized as
, where c is the lattice constant in z direction.
Spin and charge density wave instabilities. We examine the possibility of charge and spin density wave orders as prototypical many body instabilities of a WSM for attractive and repulsive interactions, respectively. We add the following Weiss fields to our numerical calculations:
where C and S are variational parameters and Q takes the commensurate values (π, 0, 0), (0, π, π), and permutations as well as (π, π, π). Depending on t x and U we observe stable solutions for several values of Q as discussed below. All these density wave instabilities have in common that they are associated with an increased unit cell in real space leading to back-folding of the corresponding BZ. In principle, Weyl nodes could be back-folded onto each other causing them to gap out if they possess opposite chirality. At the same time Fermi arc surface states will be backfolded onto each other; whether they cancel or persist (then realizing a QAH state) depends on several details which will be discussed in the paragraph topological SDW phase. Interacting phase diagram. In Fig. 3 , we extend the previously discussed "paramagnetic" phase diagram in nodes are present as well as the QAH phase and a fully gapped Mott insulator (MI) phase for large repulsive U .
The QAH state for t x < 0.5 possesses a nontrivial band gap which results in a surface state which extends through the entire BZ and has a Fermi surface for (k x , 0, 0). Moreover, the Hall conductance is quantized as xy = 1 c e 2 /h, where c is the lattice constant in z direction. Repulsive interactions on top of the QAH state reduce the single particle gap and form a WSM 2 phase with Weyl nodes created at k x = ±⇡. Further increase of interactions let the Weyl nodes move along the k x direction. ML: Ich schliee mich Titus an, das ist ne tre↵ende zusammenfassung. All other phase transitions in Fig. 2 are due to pairwise annihilation of the Weyl nodes on high-symmetry lines in the single-particle Green function. TN:I would simply say that all phase transitions in Fig. 2 are due to pairwise annihilation of the Weyl nodes on high-symmetry lines in the singleparticle Green function. These results are summarized in the "paramagnetic" phase diagram Fig. 2 .
Spin and charge density wave instabilities. We examine the possibility of charge and spin density wave orders as prototypical many body instabilities of a WSM for attractive and repulsive interactions, respectively. We add the following charge density wave (CDW) and spin density wave (SDW) Weiss fields to our numerical calculations:
where ML: C and S are variational parameters and Q takes the commensurate values (⇡, 0, 0), (0, ⇡, ⇡), or (⇡, ⇡, ⇡). TN: Should we say that these are the only values accessible within these cluster sizes? SR: I wouldn't mention it -it's obvious for those who understand, so why drawing everyone's focus onto this issue. Of course, I'm open for democratic decisions ;) ML: my vote: omitting Depending on t x and U we observe stable solutions for several values of Q as discussed below. All these density wave instabilities have in common that they are associated with an increased unit cell in real space leading to back-folding of the corresponding BZ. In principle, Weyl nodes of opposite chirality could be back-folded onto each other causing them to gap out immediately. One further has to distinguish the situation where the Fermi arcs are also folded onto each other (resulting in a trivially ordered phase ML: is this really a trivial phase? this depends on the point of view or the discretised direction. We find no fermi arc for (010) and (001), but we would for (011) and the situation where the Fermi arcs are complementary to each other (resulting in a QAH phase with a surface state crossing the entire BZ). Depending on the specific parameters, we identify all of these scenarios discussed in the following in detail. Interacting phase diagram. In Fig. 3 , we extend the previously discussed "paramagnetic" phase diagram Fig. 2 to the full interacting phase diagram including many-body instabilities for representative cuts at t x = 1 and t x = 2. Let us first consider the case t x = 1, see Fig. 3 (a) . Since the non-interacting band structure explicitly breaks both time-reversal and spin rotation symmetry, antiferromagnetic order is stabilized for arbitrary small U > 0. We find an ordering vector Q = (⇡, 0, 0) with magnetization pointing in the x direction to be energetically favorable. That is, the magnetic BZ is backfolded along the k x direction and is restricted to
Otherwise the magnetism cannot a↵ect the Weyl nodes and the resulting WSM phases. We refer to such phases where WSM coexists with a finite antiferromagnetic magnetization as "magnetic WSM". Note that such a coexistence has also been communicated in Ref. [17] [18] [19] [20] .
For t x = 1 and U > 0 we find the following phases. The non-interacting WSM 2 phase becomes immediately antiferromagnetic when U is turned on. Upon further increasing U , the Weyl nodes move on the axes parallel to k x . At U = 2.12, two Weyl nodes with opposite chirality meet at k x = ⇡/2 and annihilate. Note that the Fermi arc for U < 2.12 is not spanned between k x = ⇡/2 " and ⇡/2 + " (resulting in a length of 2") but between 3 nodes are present as well as the QAH phase and a fully gapped Mott insulator (MI) phase for large repulsive U .
For t x = 1 and U > 0 we find the following phases. The non-interacting WSM 2 phase becomes immediately antiferromagnetic when U is turned on. Upon further increasing U , the Weyl nodes move on the axes parallel to k x . At U = 2.12, two Weyl nodes with opposite chirality meet at k x = ⇡/2 and annihilate. Note that the Fermi arc for U < 2.12 is not spanned between k x = ⇡/2 " and ⇡/2 + " (resulting in a length of 2") but between 2 to the full interacting phase diagram including many-body instabilities for representative cuts at t x = 1 and t x = 2. Let us first consider the case t x = 1, see Fig. 3 (a) . Since the non-interacting band structure explicitly breaks both time-reversal and spin rotation symmetry, antiferromagnetic order is stabilized for arbitrary small U > 0. We find an ordering vector Q = (π, 0, 0) with magnetization pointing in the x direction to be energetically favorable. That is, the magnetic BZ is backfolded along the k x direction. We refer to such phases where a WSM coexists with a finite antiferromagnetic magnetization as "magnetic WSM". Note that such a coexistence has also been discussed in Ref. [21] [22] [23] [24] .
For t x = 1 and U > 0, the non-interacting WSM 2 phase (present at U = 0) becomes immediately antiferromagnetic ("magn. WSM 2 "). Upon further increasing U , the Weyl nodes move on the axes parallel to k x . At U = 2.12, two Weyl nodes with opposite chirality meet at k x = π/2 and annihilate. In addition, the backfolded Fermi arc is present, see Fig. 3 (d) . At the transition point, the Fermi arc still extends through the entire BZ and becomes the surface state of the magnetic QAH phase. Note that the backfolded part of the surface state has a much weaker spectral weight [see surface spectral functions in Fig. 4 ] because its intensity is proportional to the SDW order parameter. As the BZ is reduced compared to the QAH phase present for U = 0 and small t x , the Hall conductivity is halved, σ yz = half-QAH effect. At U = 2.63 new Weyl nodes emerge and rebuild the magnetic WSM 2 phase. At U = 6.32 the Weyl nodes meet again, the Fermi arc vanishes, and the system remains in a topologically trivial insulating SDW phase ("SDWI").
For t x = 1 and attractive U < 0, the paramagnetic WSM phases remain stable until at U = −9.7 finite CDW order sets in with Q = (π, π, π). The resulting backfolding of the BZ leads to pairwise annihilation of all Weyl nodes at k x = π/2. In contrast to the repulsive case, all Weyl nodes and Fermi arcs are folded onto each other, such that a fully gapped phase appears ("CDWI"). We do not find a CDW-QAH phase as an CDW-analog of the magnetic QAH phase. In a fine-tuned situation, such a phase is likely to exist [32] .
The phase diagram for t x = 2 is shown in Fig. 3 (b) . The WSM 6 phase present at U = 0 [see Fig. 1 ] turns for finite U > 0 immediately into a magnetic WSM 6 phase. Upon further increasing U we find the following sequence of phases: a magnetic WSM 4 phase (at U = 2.3), a magnetic QAH phase (at U = 2.7), a magnetic WSM 2 phase (at U = 3.15), and a topologically trivial SDWI phase (at U = 10.34). For attractive U the WSM 6 phase is stable down to U = −7.8 where a CDW with ordering vector Q = (0, π, π) appears which does not gap the system and therefore realizes a semimetallic CDW phase ("CDW-WSM"). Eventually at U = −11.8 a fully gapped CDW phase with order Q = (π, π, π) becomes energetically favorable. Note that the phase diagrams Figs. 2 and 3 are invariant under t x → −t x . The results reported in this paper thus apply to a much broader parameter range. Moreover, note that repulsive but longer-ranged interactions represent another way of stabilizing CDW orders. We expect that a model with nearest-neighbor repulsions will feature phases similar to those found for U < 0 and possibly even a CDW-QAH phase.
Topological SDW phase. As mentioned before, backfolding due to an ordering vector Q maps Weyl nodes and Fermi arcs to other regions of the BZ where they might "meet" other nodes or arcs. In our model, repulsive (attractive) U causes the Weyl nodes to move either towards the center (the edges) of the BZ or towards the edges (the center). Weyl nodes with opposite chirality gap out, as it is the case in the SDWI and CDWI phases. Weyl nodes with same chirality are unaffected as it is the case for the CDW-WSM or for the magnetic WSM phases. What dictates whether two Fermi arcs annihilate or not depends on the Fermi velocities of the their corresponding surface states. Surface states that possess Fermi velocities with opposite sign can hybridize and therefore gap out, which leads to vanishing Fermi arcs (see Fig. 5 for an example); if the velocities have the same sign they survive as the surface state of the topologically non-trivial QAH phase.
Conclusion. We investigated the role of electronelectron interactions in Weyl semimetals and the possibility of spin and charge density wave orders. Using a slab geometry, we are able to track the interacting Fermi arc surface states. We find spin and charge density wave instabilities which have the potential to gap out Weyl nodes. We identify situations where all Weyl nodes are fully gapped, but the Fermi arcs are glued together forming a quantum anomalous Hall surface state due to backfolding associated with the spin density wave order.
